Expressive Arts and Design

Literacy

We will be using different skills and tools to
design different aspects of superheroes e.g.
sowing, threading, cutting holes, using double
sided tape. All the skills combined will help us
to create characters and costumes.

We will read Superhero themed books,
such as Supertato, Evil Pea rules, Super
Daisy and the Peril Pea, and Superkid.
In Talk for Writing we will be learning a poem
called ‘If I was a Superhero’.
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What does a Superhero
do?

Superhero day: Wednesday 9th January

This term we will continue counting to 20 and
in steps of 2, writing numbers and adding or
subtracting numbers to find the total. We
will use shapes to create our own patterns
and pictures. We will also beginning to look at
length.

On the 5th February we will have Asia
Day and we will be looking at Chinese new
year and how it is celebrated.
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Maths

Chinese New Year:

This year it is the year of the pig. There
will be lots of fun activities for children
to take part in.

We will learn about rhyming words and alliteration
found in poems.
Reading: We will continue reading with your
child once a week at school. It is very important that you read at home with your child
on a daily basis. Reading with your child daily
helps to improve their language and understanding skills as well as the enjoyment of
sharing a story and talking about what is happening.

Festivals and celebrations

We will be having an action packed superhero day.
The children will need to come in dressed up as a
superhero and will need to think about what their
superpowers are and how they can work together.

All children must have their P.E kits in school.
This term we are learning to move around with good control at different speeds and in different directions. We will discuss
different toys and how we can move
like them .

ICT
The children will be learning to use different skills using
Chrome books, torches, computers and iPads. They will
help to produce a simple story with their own photos and
story ideas.

Personal Social and Emotional Development
Understanding the World

The children will continue to look around our outside
space to identify any changes in the weather and seasons.
Based on the book ‘evil pea’ we will be tasting different vegetables and taking part in a freezing and melting science experiment.

We shall be looking at the characteristics of superheroes and villains. How can we work together to achieve
our aim like a superhero? What makes a villain bad; how
do they behave? What rules should we make so every
superhero and villain knows how to behave.

